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Improvement in business hasalways been accompanied
by an increase in railwayfreight traffic; declines in busi-
ness havealmost always beenaccompanied either by
declines in freight traffic orlower rates of increase.
Changes in business have been moref&thfuUy reflected
in traffic as the railroadshave come to play a more
mature role in the national economy.
During recent cycles changesin the supply ofcommodi-
ties have roughlycorresponded in order of sizewith
changes in traffic.
Cyclical changes in traffic areneither among the most
nor amongthe least violent of changesin the malor
aspects of economic activity.
The supply of agriculturalcommodities has been astabil-
izing influence on traffic.
Since motor transportbecame an attractivealternative.
the railroads have losttraffic to the highways or toother
outlets more rapidly duringcontractions than durng ex-
pansions.
If cycles persist in the business economyof the future, the
railroads are likely to loserelatively during contractions
but gain during expansions.
The average haul offreight has lengthened during con-
tractions and becomeshorter during expansions,except
when cyclical have beenoffset by other influences.But
the cyclical changes inthe average seem toreflect
changes in the compositionof traffic as well as changes
in the average movementof individual commodities.The Place of Traffic in Business Cycles
DURINGperiods of poor business the flow of commodities
from mines, forests, factories, and points of import into the
commerce of the United States is relatively small. In times
of good business it is large. One might expect that producers
and importers would tender few tons of freight to the rail-
roads for transportation when the flow is small and many
when it is large.
The number of tons handled, however, is only one of the
measurable aspects of freight traffic. The railroads may be
said to do more business when they carry a shipment weigh-
ing40tons i,000miles than when they carry another of the
same weight oo miles. Ton-miles reflect both theweight of
shipments and the distances over which they move.' In this
paper we shall pay more attention to ton-miles than to ton-
nage. But of course shipments cannot move for anydistance
until they have been received for transportation. The num-
ber of ton-miles is affected by everything that affects the ton-
nage handled. Those changes in the supplyof commodities
which are associated with, and indeed form a large part of,
changes in business affect ton-miles as well as tonnage. In-
deed, unless the average distance of movement changes,
changes in the former should be exactly proportionate to
those in the latter.
The flow of commodities from their original sources is
disposed of in various ways, which may or may not involve
rail transport. Part is consumed locally; it is not transported
for distances comparable with those for which railfreight
transportation is available. Another part is transported for
such distances, but moves entirely by other modes of trans-
port. Not only changes in the total supplyof commodities,
but also anything that causes the percentage of supply dis-
posed of by rail to change, will affect the tonnage handled
1 The weight of a shipment in tolls can be multiplied by the number of
miles over which it moves. The number of ton-miles during a periodis
equivalent to the sum of such products for all shipments.
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by rail, and likewise theton-mileage. The relativeattrac- tiveness of rail transport andother forms of disposalmay
change with the state of business,if it does,we may expect
rail traffic to changemore, or less, than the totalflow of
commodities.
Perhaps the average haul alsois linked to thestate of
business. If it is, ton-mileagewill be affectedmore, or less,
than tonnage in theprocess of business expansionor con traction.
Both the share of the railwaysin the flow ofcommodities and the length of haulhave been influenced bycircum-
stances other than businesscontractions and expansions. If
we wish to understand the effectof the latterwe must allow
for these other influences.
General Statistics of Traffic
A brief review of thegeneral measures of freighttraffic will
indicate the limits withinwhich an investigationof the
relationships just discussedmay proceed.
The number oftons originated, i.e., receivedfrom ship-
pers, annually has beenreported by the InterstateCom-
merce Commission beginningwith 1899.
Annual statistics ofton-miles for 1large railroadswere published in Poor's Manualfor a period ofyears beginning
with 1865. Seven of theserailroads operated in theEast; six
were western roads centeringon Chicago. Little ifany
movement in the Southor the Far West can have beencov- ered by the figures, butthe movementon the 13 roads of
traffic originatingor terminating in thoseareas was doubt- less included. Poor'scontains figures for allroads since 1882. In that and theimmediately subsequentyears the 13
roads accounted fora sizeable part of all ton-miles:in 1882, 41 per cent; 1883,39; 1884,8; 1885, 36; and ini886, forper cent. Their relativeimportance, it may beseen,
was declining. Probably theyaccounted for a largerper- centage of all traffic before1882. Our discussionof cyclical
8changes in traffic prior to that year, in terms ofannual ton-
mile data, will perforce be confined to these roads.
The Interstate Commerce Commission haspublished
country-wide annual statistics of ton-miles for yearsended
June o from i8go through 1916 and forcalendar years
since.2
Babson's Statistical Organization has kindly given usits
estimates of ton-miles by months beginning withAugust
i866. They are based on estimates of revenueadjusted
for seasonal variations. The American RailwayAssocia-
tion has compiled monthly statistics ofton-miles from
April 1907 to June 1914 and April igi6 toDecember
1917. Monthly Interstate CommerceCommission figures
begin with January igi8. From the originalA.R.A. and
I.C.C. monthly data we have constructed aseasonally
adjusted series. Such a series does not purport to showactual
changes in traffic; it is an instrument thatenables us to
study more readily the influence of other thanseasonal fac-
tors. Therefore, when we say, forexample, that ton-miles
increased from one month to another, the trafficactually
handled by the railroads may have decreased,but if so the
decrease was less than was to be expected at thattime of year.
The annual I.C.C. figures and the monthly Babsonesti-
mates are for revenue freight only.The A.R.A. figures and
the monthly I.C.C. figures beginning withigi8 include
also the movement of the railroad companies' ownmaterials
and supplies. There are monthly I.C.C. figuresfor revenue
ton-miles beginning with January 1921. To preserve con-
2 Figures for both the year ended June 30 and that ended December 31 are
published for 1916.
Among fiscal years, 1915, and among calendar years. 1914 isregarded as a
trough in the National Rureau's chronology of business cycles.For some
purposes the expansion is regarded in this paper asrunning from the fiscal
year 1915 to the calendar year 1918 and aslasting 3.5 years. For others, we
estimate the ton-miles in the calendar year 1914 by averaging thefigures
for the fiscal years 1914 and 1915 and regard the expansion aslasting 4 years.
See Table s, lootnote i, for the nature of the annual periods in the Poor's
figures.
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tinuity we shalluse the I.C.C. figures for totalton-miles.
Changes in the latterare probably closely proportionateto
changes in revenue ton-miles.3
For our purposes the Poor'sfigures for all roadsare supe-
rior to the figures for13 roads, and the I.C.C. figures
superior to the Poor's and Babsonfigures. When two series
of annual or two series ofmonthly figures are availablefor
any full expansion or contractionwe shall present solely
the evidence provided bythe better figures. However,when
a phase of a cycle, i.e., an expansionor contraction, can be
compared with the precedingphase only bymeans of in-
ferior figureswe shall do so, but make thecomparison with
the following phase bythe aid of the others.
Business and Traffic
For most of the cycles forwhich there are trafficdata, there is
no index of supply that would indicatehow closely cyclical
changes in the flow ofcommodities are reflected in railway
freight traffic. Nevertheless,even for these cycleswe can
ascertain whether traffic increasedduring businessexpan- sions and declinedduring contractions. Ifit did not, we
may infer that there wasa change in the proportion ofsup-
ply disposed of by rail,or in the average haul. Iftraffic increased ata lower rate during contractionthan during
expansion, we mayconclude that the influenceof a ditninu- tion in the supplyof commoditieswas present, although
obscui-ed by other factors.A relatively lowrate of decline during an expansionmay be interpreted inan analogous way.
To make theseinquiries we needto know when there
was expansion in business,and when contraction.To aid the study of annualdata, the NationalBureau has desig- nated certainyears, and to aid the studyof monthly data,
3 Comparison of theannual figures,1915-38,indicates that the lowestratio of revenue ton-milesto total ton-miles wasgo.o per cent; the highest.gz.i per cent.
10certain mouths as 'reference' troughs or J)eaks. In thispaier,
we shall regard the reference dates as the approximate limits
of expansion and contraction.
In business expansion the story has been simple. How-
ever measured, traffic increased in every expansion (Tables
'-3).
Tons originated decreased in every contraction except
the first, mqooom, in which they increased slightly. Monthly
data, if they existed, might Show a decrease at about this
time. On the other hand, annual data for earlier contrac-
tions for which we have no record of tons originated might
show increases.
According to 1)0th the annual and the monthly measures
TABLE 1
Tons Originated: Rate of Change per year beiwee,, Years




'Not *n integer because of change
Tonnage origit,atrsl was * million
38, p. 5-144:sears ended June 30
greater in 1917 than in igiS.
from fisal to calendar year.





PER YEAR ELAPSES) TO
TONS LAST PRECEDING PEAK 1ROUGH
OIIGINATED YEAR ShOWN STAll FROM FROM
DURING Years OP PRECEDING PRECEDING
YEAR' 'Ions elapsed RUSINESS TROUGH PEAK
1900 583 Peak
'go' 584 lrough
1903 7.5 '3' 2 Peak 66
1904 714 Trough
'gIn 977 263 3 Peak 88
igoS 870 107 Trough 107
p14" I oi6 i6 * Peak 78
1911 1,003 trough 23
1913 1,183 iSo a Peak 110
1915 1,0*4 139 * i'rough
I9l8 1,377 555 3,31 Peak I0i
1919 1,190 187 l'rough 187
1920 173 Peak '73
1921 1,018 345 Trough 345
'923 1.388 370 I Peak i8
19*4 1,287 101 Trough
19*6 1440 '55 * Peak 76
l9*7 1,375 'Irough 67
1929 1,419 46 I Peak 13
193! 6'g 740 3 Trough 147
1937 1,075 396 5 Peak 79
1938 8*0 '35 TroughS
TABLE 2
Ton-miles: Rate of Change per year between Years of
Peak and Trough in Business (billions of ton-miles)
Reporting years of different companies included in the ligurea in the lintsections varied
with respect to the beginning and ending dates of the year. It has beenassumed that
these figures are nearer to the unknown calendar )ear than to the unknownfiscal year
figures. In these sections the designation of years as peak or trough i, inaccordance with
the National Burn,.', calendar rather than ita fiscal year chronology. In thethird seg-
ment, years through *9*5 are years ended June 30; others are calendar years.
Data in the first section pertain to Only sroads and are From Poor', Manual of Rail-
roads, i888. pp. xxvii-xxiz. Seven eastern roads: Pennsylvania; Pittsburgh. Fort Wayne
and Chicago; New York Central; Lake Shore; Michigan Central; Boston and Albany;
New York. Lake Erie and Western. Six western roada centering on Chicago: Illinoi*
Central; Chicago and Alton; Chicago and Rock Island; Chicago, Burlington and Quincy;
Chicago and North Western; Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul.
(concluded on p. ,j)
.
CUANGZ IN TON-MILRS
FRI YEAR £LAPIED TO
CHANG! FROM LAST PEAR1*otici(
PUCEDING YEAR SHOWN SlATE FROSt FROM
Years OF PRECEDING PRECEDINC TON-MulE Ton-mileselapsed BUSINESS ThOUGH ,za.
3.05 Trough
1869 4.55 2.19 2 Peak o.6o
*8yo 4.92 .o * Trough o.7o 1873 7.48 2.56 Peak 0.85
1878 *0.68 3.20 Trough 0.64 i88z .6.23 5.55 4 Peak
*885 17.83 1.60 3 Trough
1882 Peak
1885 49.1 g.go Trough
*887 6t.6 22.4 2 Peak 6.* i888 65.4 3.8 1 Trough 3.8
79.2 23.8 2 Peak
iSpi 81.2 2.0 * Trough 2.0
76.: Peak
1891 81.. 4.g I Trough
*893 g.6 12.5 2 Peak 6.2










*901 247.1 s. * Trough
*903 173.2 26., 2 Peak *3.0









-18.2 19*0 255.0 36.6 a Peak
1911 255.8 -1.2 1 Trough -1.2
1913 301.7 47.9 2 Peak 24.0
29*5 277.1 24.6 2 Trough -12.3
1918 408.8 131.7 3.5 Peak 37.6
1919 367.2 45.6 Trough -41.6 1920 4 *3.7 46.5 1 Peak 46.5
1921 309.5 -*04.2 I Trough -104.2 1913 416.5 *06.8 2 Peak 534 1924 591.9 -24.4 1 Trough
.926 4474 55.3 2 Peak 27.8
*927 432.0 -15.4 I Trough
1929 450.3 18.2 2 Peak 9.1
1952 2353 -2*4.9 3 Trough --72.6 *937 562.8 *47.5 Peak *5.5
1938 291.9 -70.9 1 Trough -70.9of ton-miles, traffic decreased in nine of eighteen contrac-
tions, but increased in seven. In the remaining two instances
the indications differ. The business contraction of 1896-97
in our annual chronology corresponds to the business con-
traction from December 1895 to June 1897 in our more
precisely definable monthly chronology. The 1910li con-
traction likewise corresponds to that from January 1910 to
January, 1912. In each case traffic declined according to
the annual although not according to the monthly figures.
Tables i-.3 show only the net change from business peaks
to troughs, not 'whether traffic was declining or increasing
continually or declining part of the time and increasing part
of the time. In five of the contractions in which there was a
net increase (1873-79, 1882-85, 1895-97, 1902-04. and
1910-12) traffic continued to increase after the business
peak until it reached a peak of its own, then declined until
it reached a trough of its own, then increased again until, at
the business trough, it was somewhat above its starting
point.5 In other words, we recognize what we call specific
contractions in ton-miles corresponding to but not in these
cases coinciding with the five reference or business contrac-
tions. We are unable to find well defined specific contrac-
tions corresponding to the other four business contractions
in which traffic had a net increase between the turning dates
in business.6
4 The lowest or highest month sometimes lalls outside the lowest or highest
year. Hence the two systems of dating differ somewhat as to years.
5 Except that in1885the trough in ton-miles occurred three months after
that in business.
The figures for all years betueen peaks and troughs are intermediate in
amount to those for the years of peak and trough. with two minor exceptions
(Table s). for tonnage originated.
(Notes to Table 2 cone!.)
Data in the second section are from Poors Manual, i80. pp. sili-sir; i8gi, p. xiii,
1900, p. I.
Data in the third section are from listersiate Commerce Commission, Slaustics of Rail-
ways, i8, p. S-.44.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In every business contractionin which tratfic increased,
except 1869-70 and 1890-91, therate of incrcasc was lower
than during the precedingand following expansionin
business.1 In thesecontractions the monthly andannual
data do not agreeas to the presence of an exception.In the
first, according to theannual data, trafficgrew more rapidly
than in the precedingexpansion, although less rapidlythati in the succeedingone. According to the monthly data,how-
ever, the rate of increasewas lower in the contraction than
in either expansion.Furthermore, as explained infootnote
2 to Table 2, Poor's annual datado not correspond exactly
to either years ended Juneo or calendar years. Our fiscal
year (liffers from our calendaryear chronology withrespect to the first two troughs,although not withrespect to any of
the other peaks andtroughs during the periodfor which we rely on Poor's data.Among fiscalyears we regard theyears ended June30, i868 and i87i as troughs.If we regard
Poor's data as pertainingto years ended June30, the annual
rates of increase become 0.78billion ton-miles in theexpan- sion of i868-6q, o.68in the contractionof 1869-71, and 0.96 in the expansionof 1871-73. Theexception disappears. The annual datado not indicatean exception in thecon- traction of 189o-gl.The monthly datashow a higherrate of increase than in thefollowing, althoughlower than in the
preceding expansion.With these partialexceptions, traffic during contractionseither declinedor increased more slowly than in adjoiningexpansions.
The cases in which,in one senseor another, changes in
ton-miles did not reflectcontractions in businessare indi- cated by an X in theaccompanying recapitulation.
In summary, duringthe entire periodcovered by our data, alternationsbetween expansionand contraction in business have beenreflected, with two doubtfulexceptions,
7 This statement shouldbe qualific(J withrespect to tonnage originatedin the contraction of1900-01; its rate of growthcannot, for lack of data, be checked against that in thepreceding expansion,All subsequent
in alternations either between faster and slower growth or
between increases and declines in traffic. The correspond-
ence has become progressively closer since the Civil War.
In the first decades after that conflict, changes in traffic dur-
ing periods of declining business took the formof slower
growth. Recognizable decreases in traffic did not correspond
closely in time and were occasionally absent. In the more
recent cycles, on the other hand, changes in business have
been closely accompanied by corresponding increases and
declines in traffic.
Why did contraction in business express itself during so
many cycles merely as a diminution of the rate of growthin
rail traffic? For a long time after railroads began to carry
goods, changing techniques of production, together with
the cheapness of rail transport in comparison with pre-
viously available means of shipment, encouraged departure
from local self-sufficiency. Even in earlier days, some traffic
of more than local scope was carried by wagon or steamboat.
The railroads also obtained a large part of this traffic. As
more and more of the continent was bound intothe grow-
ing rail network, the average haul of rail traffic must have
grown longer and longer. The increase in therailroad share,
together with lengthening hauls, was apparently more than
'7
NO DECREASE IN TRAFFIC
CONTRACTION IIETWFIN REFERENCE. RATE OF INCREASE
(dates based DATES, ACCORDING TO NO NOT LESS THAN IN
on monthly ANNUAL MONTHLYSPECIFIC PRECEDINGFOLLOWING
chronology) DATA DATA CONTRACTION£XPArSION EXPANSION
i86g-o X X X X
1873-79 X X
1882-85 X X
1887-88 X X X
1890-91 X X X X
1893-94
1895-97 X




sufficient to offset, in business contraction,such diminution
of the total flow asmay have occurred. Eventually, however,
the victory of regional and nationalover local distribution,
and of the railroadsover their early competitors, was largely
achieved. Although, as shown later, theaverage haul con-
tinued to increase, an actual declinein rail traffic becamea
characteristic of business contractions. Morerecently the
improvement of highways andmotor vehicles made road
more attractive than rail transport for muchtraffic. This
new influence, however, has not yet beenstrong enough to
prevent rail traffic from growing in businessexpansions.
Traffic and (lie Supply of Corn modities
So far we have considered whethertraffic increases and
diminishes as business, generallyspeaking, rises and falls.
But business is a congeries ofmany forms of activity, ex-
panding or decliningat different rates and turning from
expansion to decline at somewhatdifferent times. Degrees
of cyclical change in trafficcannot be compared with de-
grees of cyclical change in businessunless the manifold
activities blanketed under the latterterm are somehow com-
bined statistically. It has beensuggested above thata com-
parison with changes in thesupply of commodities would
be illuminating. Forcomparison with total tons handledby
rail, or with ton-miles,supplies of the variouscommodities
should be combined insome manner. Two measuresare
available: one, the monthly FederalReserve index of indus-
trial production,goes back to iqi; the other, preparedby
the Bureau of Statisticsof the Interstate CommerceCom-
mission, is by years and doesnot begin until1928,but in
conception it is more suitedto the comparison we wishto
make (see also footnote14).
Before comparing eitherwith Statistics of traffic, letus
consider what a goodmeasure of supply should be like. At
the beginning ofany period some quantity, intons, of any
article exists at points ofproduction in the United States
i8
I
Sand at points of import. At the end, some quantity is left
at these points. In the interval a quantity equal to the ini-
tial stocks, plus current production and imports, minus final
stocks has been disposed of. This may be called the supply
of the commodity for the period and may be expressed as
a percentage of the supply for any other period. The two
periods may be called a 'compared' and a 'base' period
respectively. If the same proportion of the supply is carried
by rail in both, the tons handled by railroads will increase
by the same percentage as the supply of the commodity. If
the rail tonnage does not increase by the same percentage,
supply and traffic have diverged. Something has happened
to change the relative attractiveness of the several modes of
disposal.
The percentage ratio of the supply of each commodity in
the compared period to its supply in the base period may
be multiplied by the rail tonnage of the commodity in the
base period. The sum of the products thus computed for
all articles individually, expressed as a percentage of the rail
tonnage of all articles in the base period, would yield what
might be called an index of supply. Actual railway tonnage
may also be expressed as a percentage of the tonnagein the
base period. If supply and traffic have not diverged for any
article, this percentage will agree with the index of supply.
Even if the percentage did agree, however, there could have
been considerable divergence in the case of individual arti-
cles, although not preponderantly in one direction.
This analysis applies when the base and compared periods
are a peak and a trough of a cycle, as well as to anyother
periods.8
S The Foregoing reasoning will be strictly true only if the count of rail
traffic meets two conditions: (i) every shipment initially handled by rail
during the period in which it leaves original points of sdpply must be
counted; (2) reshipments by rail, if the original shipment was also by rail,
and all shipments that leave points of intermediate storage by rail alter the
close oF the period in which they left points of initial supply must be





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Federal Reserve index of industrial productionwas
not designed as an index of supply in thesense just de-
scribed. Raw farm products andsome other substantial
items of rail traffic are not represented in it.The relative
importance assigned to others differs from theirrelative im-
portance as traffic. Broadly speaking, coal andraw materials
are much more important as traffic thanas elements in the
index. Intended as ameasure of production, the index does
not, by and large, include importsor allowances for changes
in stocks.° It is thusa very rough measure for our purpose.
We should expect tons originatedto correspond more
closely than ton-miles toa measure of the supply of com-
modities, for ton-milesare affected by changes in the length
of haul as well as by changes in therailway share of supply.
But if we wish to compare the full swingsbetween the three
months of highest and the threemonths of lowest activity,
we must make the comparison with the aid ofton-mile data,
since monthly data fortonnage originated are not available.
Both the Reserve index andton-miles rise from each
trough in business to the followingpeak and decline from
each peak to the followingtrough (Table4. Sec. A). When
we arrange the percentage changes in industrialproduction
in order of size and placethe contemporaneouschanges in
ton-miles opposite, it becomesapparent that large changes
in one are associated withlarge changes in the other;small
changes are similarlyassociated.
Changes in industrialproduction and in ton-milesmay
9 Some of the series includedpertain to consumption of itemsmost of which are imported.
22
I'ERCENTAGE 1NEME
FR0,f TROUGH TO PEAK
md. prod. Ton-miles
PERCNTAGI DEcREASE
PROM PEAK TO TROUGH
md. prod. Ton-miles
"3 65 50 51
5-I 37 32 28 27 25 26 22 21 12 i6
20 2! 4 iialso be expressed in terms of the standard National Bureau
method of measuring cyclical amplitudes. In applying this
method, the period from a trough through the following
peak to the next trough is regarded as a cycle. The change
in industrial production from an initial trough to a peak
and from the latter to the terminal trough is expressed as
a percentage of average industrial production during the
cycle. The change in ton-miles is similarly expressed as a
percentage of average ton-miles during the cycle (Table 5).
When we arrange the changes in industrial production
between business peaks and troughs (Table 5, Sec. A) in
order of size and place the contemporaneous changes in ton-
miles opposite we again see that there is a correspondence
in order of magnitude.
RISE FROM INITIAL FALL FROM PEAK
TROUGH TO PEAK TO TERMINAL TROUGH
(PeI-ccntagc of average level for cycle)
Industrial production has not always reached its lowest
level at the troughs, or its highest level at the peaks. in busi-
ness. Since we are regarding it as a rough measure of supply,
i.e., of one determinant of traffic, it may seem more logical
to base comparisons on the specific peaks and troughs in
production. In Section B of Tables 4 and 5, we compare
the increase in industrial production from the date of its
own trough to the date of its own peak with the increase in
ton-miles between the same dates, and compute the declines
in the same way. This type of comparison leads to the same
general conclusion as the first.
Traffic has not always reached top or bottom at the same
time as industrial production. Ton-miles have sometimes
been lower at a date near the trough in industrial produc-
23
e
md. prod. Ton-miles hId, prod. Ton-miles
70 49 67 66
40 31 43 35
23 14 29 25
23 21 i8 19


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tion than at the trough; likewise, they havesometimes been
higher at a date near the peak in productionthan at the
peak. In such instances the entirechange in ton-miles did
not occur between theturning dates in production. The
total change in traffic between its ownpeak and trough
dates is shown in Section C of thetables. As an alternative
to the comparisonsjust made, we may compare the total
swing in production with the total swingin traffic; i.e., the
changes for production in Section Bwith the changes for
ton-miles in Section C. Again there is a roughcorrespond-
ence. In general,the swings in industrial production have
been slightly more violent, atleast when the changes in
both were great.
For the years it covers, the Interstate CommerceCommis-
sion measure of 'potential' trafficis probably the nearest
practicable equivalent to an index of supply.Indexes of
productions adjusted for imports and changesin stocks so
far as important and practicable werecomputed for each
of the iI.C.C. statistical classes of commodities. These
measures were combined toform a composite index, in
which each was weighted by the rail tonnageof its class in
1928,10
10 Traffic received by United States railroads hornCanadian connections is
not usually counted as originated. e.g..wheat or newsprint coming in by rail
from Canada would not be so counted.Beginning with 1928. however, tons
terminated are also available. To ensure the inclusionof such traffic, tons
originated or terminated, whichever were greater, wereregarded by the
Bureau oF Statistics as the number handled.
Anthracite coal is counted as originated both when shippedfrom mines to
centralized breakers and is'heu reshipped from the latter toconsumption
points. It is counted as terminated both when delivered atthe breakers and
when finally delivered for consumption. The percentageof coal handled
through breakers has been increasing. Since only production.i.e.. output
of mines, was included in the index of supply. the tonsof anthracite re-
ported by the Pennsylvania Department of Mines as shippedfrom mines by
rail were used in lieu of tons originated ortenninated. It was not found
practicable to correct the traffic figures to eliminate reshipmentof some
other commodities. e.g., wheat and cotton.
Some measures of supply for individual commodities arenecessarily rather
conjectural because of inadequate data on production. etc.
27
LThe measures of compositesupply and total tons han-
dled moved not onlytogether but also in conformitywith
our business chronology (Table 6).Both reached a peak in
1929, a trough in 1932,a peak in 1937, and a trough in
1938. When thereare intervening years, each seriesdeclines
continuously from peakto trough and increases continu-
ously from troughto peak. (Monthly figures, if theyexisted,
might of course show lessregular changes.) In terms ofper-
centage decrease or increase betweenpeaks and troughs
traffic declinedmore and increased less than supply,i.e., the
railroads playeda diminishing part in the disposal ofsupply.
Changes in Trafficare Moderate
The output ofsome commodities changesmore violently
between peaks andtroughs in business than thatof others.
Traffic is influenced bychanges in theaggregate or COm-
posite supply of goods,including the mildly,the moder-
ately, and the violentlyfluctuating commodities.It might
TABLE 6
Ratio of Tonnage handledby Railways, 1928-_1939,
to Supply of Commoditiesweighted by 1928 Trafllc
% CHANCE nopt PEECEDINCTONNACE TONNAC! SUPPLY OF STATE PEAS OS ThOUGH HANDLED OP TonnageSupply of ISOF (thousand3 of toni) EUSINESS handled commodj SUPPLY iga8 l,324,043 1,324.043
100.0 Ipag l,574.047 p.397.914 Peak
985 1930 1.181,293 1,113,351
193! 916.215 975,257
94.1 '932 661,155 758,412 Troughi.8845.75 87.2 1933 7I*,9 817.635
87.2 '934 779,531 883,323




1937 '033.34' 1,219,177 Peak +56.57 +60.75 84.9 '938 789.775 1,016,099 Trough 53.73iG.66 '939 921,40! I,174,33c)
78.5 I.C.c., Flucguajoin Railway TrafficcomPared with Production, ClassI Steani Railways, 1918-ig,pp. 2, 7.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































be expected that the amplitude offluctuation in traffic
would be narrower than that of themore violently fluctuat-
ing and wider than that of theless violently fluctuating
forms of production.
The Board of Governors ofthe Federal Reserve System
classifies manufacturesas durable and nondurable and pub.
lishes indexes of productionfor each class separately. Meas-
ured by these indexes, productionof durables increased
more from trough to peak and declinedmore from peak
to trough than the productionof nondurables (Tables7 and 8).
Corresponding differences existedbetween the part of
traffic composed of durablesand the part composed ofnon.
durables. Consecutive figuresfor ton-miles of durable and
nondurable commodities donot exist. But from consecu-
tive figures fortonnage originated, onan annual basis," we
have computed the totaltons of durable and of othercom-
modities originated in eachyear. In ten cycles the percent-
age increase in durablewas greater than in other commodi-
ties in all upswingsexcept the mildest, 1927-29 (Table). In two downswings,1903-04 and zgioi1,the tonnage of
nondurables increased, whilethat of durables declined.In all the others thetonnage of durables fellto a lower per-
centage of peak than thetonnage of nondurables. When
the figures for allyears comprising a cycleare expressed as
percentages of the average for thecycle (Chart i), variations
in durableare more extreme than in othertraffic.
These differenceswould lead us toexpect changes be-
tween three-month peakand trough periodsto be smaller in total ton-milesthan in the productionof a group of
durable, andgreater than in the productionof a group of
nondurable articles. Onthe whole, variationsin ton-miles
were intermediate betweenthose of the productionindexes





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1of durable andnondurable manufactures (Tables7 and 8). Three exceptionsoccurred. In the expansionof 1919-20
the percentage increasein ton-mileswas slightly greater
than in the productionof either durablesor nondurables.
The difference betweenthe percentage increasesin the two
production indexesthemselves, however,was slight. The
other method ofcomputation (in terms ofpercentages of
cycle averages) doesnot indicate an exception.In the con- traction of '926-27nondurables increased slightly,while
durables declined butnot as much as in othercontractions A change less thanthe decline in durablesmight have been
expected. Actually, the declinein traffic was slightlygreater than in theproduction of durables,In the expansion of
1927-29 the increase inton-miles was somewhat lessthan that in nondurables,although the latter showedits usual
contrast to the increase in durables.
From 1919 to1929 only a roughComparison between the
TABLE 9
Durable Goods Traffic andOther Traffic: Percentage
Change between Years ofPeak and Trough inBusjiiess
RE5'FNUE FIE1r
PERCN1ex CHANGE TO 0R1GINAT STATE PEAR FROM TROUGH FRo, Durable Other OF PRECEDING TROVc PRECEDING PEtE (tons) BUSINEss DurableOther DurableOther 547.885,319 Trough
404.634.312 Peak 35.00i6.i 415,032,545 irougls -,.si a.s 562,720,618 Peak 458. 35.58 543.550,6* Trough -25.24-3.4t 609,I35, Peak 4165 12.07 643,578,084 Trough -9.93 5.65 724,802,006 Peak 29.78 Iz.6s 673,527,809 Trough -21.70.._.7.7 846,tgI,79j Peak 26.84 25.64 737,414,641 Trough -14.01 -12.85 822,752,6s8 Pcak 20.62 11.57 670,593,135 Trough -37.69-18.49 800,8O3,O, Peak 77.36 19.43 755,3.9,835 Trough -9.70 5.67 845.652,O Peak 14.30 11.53 SIB..n n-''igh _5. I-3.48 Pl 2.11 5.85 5'7,66'.,O8 Trough 73.lI-39.87 688.987,563 Peak 254.04 33.20 Trough -40.0 -I.4i
Years ended June o through1915: thereafter calendar years.





















Durable and Other Goods
Percentage Ratio of Rail Tonnage Originated in Each Year
of Each Business Cycle to Average for Cycle




























output of farm and of nonfarm commoditiescan be made.
Reliance must be placed on the Department ofAgriculture
indexes of the production ofcrops and of livestock and the
Federal Reserve index of industrial production.None is
weighted by the importance,as sources of railroad traffic,
of the commodities included. In all expansionseccpt 1919-
20, industrial production increased more thancrops or live-
stock and products. In the1919-20 expansion industrial
products increased4 per cent and crops iper cent. The
livestock index, however, declinedper cent. In the 1920-
2 i contraction industrial production declined23 per cent,
crops, 24 per cent. But production of livestockincreased5
per cent. In the 1926-27 contraction the productionof crops
declined much more than that of industrialarticles; but that
of livestock again increased.In the 1923-24 contraction
livestock declined, but notas much as industrial production,
and crops increased (Table so).
From1928on we have indexes of the supply of farm and
nonfat-rn commodities, weighted bythe importance of the
components as sources of railroad traffic in 1928 (Chart2).
During the first of the twocontractions covered, the supply
TABLE 10
Agricultural and Industrial Production:Percentage Change
between Years of Peak and Troughin Business
I Froth (I. S. Department of Agriculture,
4gricuft5,al Slatijfjcj, 2940, p. 540. 'Federal Reserve index.
34
INDEXES OW PROOIICUOM Livtok
and
PERCENTAGE CHANGE tO
PEAK FROM TROUGH FROM
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1929 204 97 120 Peak +1+8+s6of farm products declined,but not as much as the supply of
industrial products. During the second, it increased. During
the one complete expansioflthe supply of products from
mines, forests, and factories increased morethan that of
farm products.
On the whole, Table io and Chart2indicate that usually
the supply of farm products declinesless during business
CHART 2
Supply of Commodities





























contractions and increases less duringexpansions than that
of other products,or else does not change in the same direc-
tion as business.
There are similar differences betweentraffic composed of
farm and of other products. Againwe must fall back on an-
nual data. We computed theratio, year by year, of theton-
nage of farm products to that of allcommodities originated
(Chart 12
Usually high at the troughyears, it declines toward the
middle of the cycleas industry recovers, and rises again
toward the next trough. Therelation is not perfect butit
is evident. In the1911-15 cycle, for example, the relative
12 By farm productswe here mean those dacsiticd by the I.C.C.as products of agriculture and animals andproducts. They include somemanufactured articles, principally grain mill andpacling house products. Allare included anlong nondurables in the compulationsof traffic previously discussed.
CHART 3
Percentage Ratio ofAgricultural to All Traffic
Per cent
0') I-- - ,.)'0 r-O (.j 00 0000 (\CSJ(,j(j C,J C9JI'U r,)
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-Iimportance of farmproducts increased throughout, with
merely a slightdecline in the year of industrial peak. The
largest rise, however,occurred in Igir,, a trough year in
business. Some of the moststriking relationships are found
betWeen 1929 and1938. From 1929 tO 1932 farm traffic
was beingdiverted from rail to motor transportwith un-
precedented rapidity.Nevertheless, the decline in industry
was so greatthat the ratio of farm to totaltraffic rose to the
hight on record.
Railroad Share in theDisposalofCommodities
The Federal Reserveindex of industrial production issuf-
ficiently good as a measureof supply to be useful in deter-
mining whether changesin trallic roughly follow changes
in supply in order of size.It departs so much fromthe ideal
in weighting however,that changes in itcorrespond to
changes in supply with acoflsi(lerable margin of error. 1)11-
ferences between changesin it and in traffic do not neces-
sarily indicate changesin the share of the railroadsin total
supply. On the otherhand, differences betweenchanges in
the I.C.C. Bureau ofStatistics measure of supplyand in
traffic may be so interpretedunless they are very small."
The Bureau of Statisticscomputed the percentage ratioof
the tonnage actuallyhandled by the railroads ineach year
after 1928 to the tonnagethat would havecorresponded
according to its calculations,with supply on the 1928basis,
for all commoditiestogether (Table 6). Thefigures covel
three cyclical phasesand portions of twoothers. Tile ratio
of rail tonnage to supplytended to decline throughoutthe
periods but much morerapidly during the twocontractions
than during the expansion.From 1929 to 1932 tonnagede-
130n an annual basis the Reserveindex rose 95 per cent between1932and
1937. The Bureau ofStatistics measure of supply roseonly 6s per cent. The
output of bituminous coal,which is much more important astraftic than in




dined at a rapid rate relatively to supply. Between1932
and 1937 the rate of declinewas slight and broken. The
brief contraction of 1937-38was accompanied by a pro-
flounced decline itt the railroads' share of the business.In
other words, the percentage share of the railroads intotal
supply declined more rapidly during contractionthan dur-
ing expansion. With the upturn in businessin 1939 it rn-
creased slightly.'
During these two contractions rail freightrates, on the
whole, declined rather little. Therates operators of trucks
for hire charged for their services probablydeclined sharply.
The cost to businessmen of having their goods carried in
their own vehicles must likewise havedeclined.
Many unemployedpersons apparently went into the busi-
ness of trucking for hire, buying vehicles and drivingthem
for whatever they couldget out of it. Truck transport, tin-
like rail transport,was easy to enter. The government pro-
vided the highways, collectingonly a current charge for
their use. Trucks, often second-hand,could be purchased
on credit. Truck operators could probably hiredrivers for
lower wages than in prosperity,because so many people
were unemployed and almost anybody could eitheralready
drive a motor vehicleor quickly learn.
These factors, we surmise, inducedmanufacturing and
14 The Bureau of Statistics hasalso published indexes of supply basedon the less refined classification ofcommodities in effect before 1928. These
II1(leXesarc weighted by average traffic during1923-25 and pertain to 1926
and 1927 as well as subsequentyears. The percentage ratio of actual tonnage
to the tonnage that would correspondto 1923-25 traffic adjusted for changes
in the supply of commodiijeswas 98.9 in 1926, 97.9 in 1927. 96.7 jii 1928, and
95.0 in 1929. The average rate of lossper year during the expansion of 192-7-
29 was greater than during the contraction of1926-27. But the differences
were very slight. They may be sine toerrors in the statistics, or they may
mean that long-time influences (continuedimprovement of roads and vehi-
cles, etc.) were somewhatstronger in 1928 and 1929 than in 1926.We tb not feel that ihey (listurhi the validity ofour conclusions for later periods
a11(1more severe cycles. (Flucl,iatio,,5 in railu'ayfreight traffic coin pared with prodisetim,.- 1926-1936, Statement No. 1937, p. 12).
38
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atrading enterprises to havegoods Canted in vehicles of their
own. Manysmall business men, particularly farmers, began
not only to usetheir own trucks but to do the driving them-
selves. If a farmershipped his produce to market by rail,
he received themarket price minus rail freight charges. If
he took them tomarket himself, he received the market
price minus something forgasoline, oil, and wear and tear.
Going to and from marketof COUrse took some time. But
he could make up forit either by apportioning less time to
the production of cropsand livestock than in prosperity or
by working more hours.Farm prices had fallen sharply and
the returns from effortdevoted to production must often
have seemed lessattractive than the savings from effort de-
voted to marketing. The greatdiminution of their total
income put pressure onfarmers to spend more time on
whatever combination ofactivities seemed least unprom-
ising.
Diversion of traffic fromthe railroads may not be so
marked a feature of futurecontractions as it was of the
two that have mostrecently run their course. Legislation
has tended to maketruck rates more rigid. It is truethat
divergence between rail trafficand the supply of commodi-
ties was again acceleratedin the 1937-38 contraction,
although the Motor Carrier Act,which regulates truck rates
in interstate commerce, waspassed as long ago as I5. But
administration of the Act has becomeprogressively more
effective and will be tighter in thefuture.
Keeping up the rates of commercialoperators however,
will not necessarily lead businessenterprises to choose rail
in preference to truck transport;they may choose to carry
goods in their own trucks,avoiding the fixed rates for com-
mercial transport whether bytruck or by rail. Some cyclical
divergence is therefore likely to recur.
Motor transport willprobably eventually find astable
place in the economy. Whenit does, decline in therail
39share of supply during contraction may be followed byre-
covery during cxpansion.
Cycles in the Length of Haul
The average distance naveled annually by all freight has
increased considerably during the last four decades,as it
did, no doubt, in earlier times, for which we haveno figures.
Many of the ways in which the economic geography of the
country has been changing have increased the distance be-
tween producers and consumers. A great fruit and vegetable
industry grew tip in Florida, Texas, California, and other
states remote from the major consuming areas. The coal
fields in the Southern Appalachianswere developed more
rapidly than those farther north. The Pacific Northwest
came to supply a large proportion of the nation's lumber.
Enormously productive oil fieldswere developed in the
Southwest. A new industry, the production ofautomobiles,
grew tip in a relatively small area and shipped its products
to all parts of the country. Toward the end of the period
motor competition drew off more of the short-haul than of
the long-haul traffic of the railroads. Changeslike these re-
flected a progressive appreciation by businessenterprises of
the possibilities of newareas, new products, and a new
mode of transport. They persisted cycle aftercycle and did
not necessarily slacken during contractions. Newand old
producing areas might reduceoutput; the newer areas might
nevertheless reduce theirs less.
The effect of these influenceswas modified in correspond-
ence with alternations in business. Fromevery peak to the
following trough theaverage haul increased (Table m m).
In 6 of the io expansions it decreased. In eachof the remain-
ing expansions it lengthened, butthe average increase per
year was less than in either the precedingor the following
contraction. In brief, the haul always lengthenedin con-
traction; in expansion it always either becameshorter or
lengthened less rapidly than incontraction.
40These cyclical changes may mean that the average haul
of many articles, considered individually, lengthens as de-
pression grows deeper and becomes shorter as prosperity
returns. Or they may mean that trafficin articles that have
short hauls falls off more during Contractions and recovers
more during expansions than traffic in articles that have
long hauls. It will be remembered that the part of the traffic
composed of durable goods expands and contracts more
violently than the rest. Ton-miles and the average haul of
TABLE 11
Average Haul in Miles, All Freight: Rate of
Change per year between Years of Peak and Trough in Business
Years ended June o through 19*5; thereafter calendar years.








AVG. Avg.Years OF PRECEDING l'RECEUING
HAUL haulehpsed BUSINESS TR0UI;lI PEAK
1900 242.73 Peak
1901 251.98 9.25 I Trough 9.25
1903 242.35-9.63 2 Peak
*904 244.30 1.95 1 Trough 1.95
1907 242.05-2.25 Peak
igo8 253.94 11.89 I Trough 11.89
1910 249.68-4.26 2 Peak -2.15
1911 254.10 442 i Trough 4.42
1913 255.15 1.05 2 Peak (1.52
1915 270.69 15.54 2 Trough 7-77
191$ 296.89 26.20 3.5 Peak 719
*919 o8.6O 11.71 1 Trough 11.71
*920 303.52__.o8 i Peak _.o8
1921 304.11 0.59 i Trough 0.59
1923 299.94-4.17 2 Peak -2.08
1924 30444 4.50 1 Trough 450
1926 310.81 6.37 2 Peak 3.18
1927 314.75 3.94 i Trough 3.94
1929 317.17 242 2 Peak 1.2*
1932 346.63 2946 Trough 9.82
1937 337.43-9.20 Peak
1938 356.05 18.62 I Trough 18.62$
individual articles for one year, 1932, wereascertained in
a study by the Federal Coordinator o Transportation.isWe
have totaled tons originated and ton-miles for alldurabit
goods, and have computed the average haul fordurables as
a group. The average haul for all other commoditiesas a
group was similarly computed. Durable goods traveledan
average distance of 236 miles in 1932; nondurablemuch
farther, 373 miles. So wide a differencesuggests that an ap-
preciable difference must exist inyears of prosperity also.
A statistical experiment will illustrate thepossible results
of cyclical changes in the compositionof traffic. For all
articles the Interstate CommerceCommission figures indi-
cate an average haul of 317.17 milesifl 1929 and 346.63
miles in 1932. The increase in haulfrom peak totrough
was therefore 29.46 miles. How much wouldit have been
if the average haul of each articlehad been the same in1929
as in 1932? Such an increase would have beendue entirely
to changes in the composition of traffic.We have multiplied
the number of tons of each articleoriginated in 1929 by its
average haul in 1932, and divided theproduct by totaltons
originated in 1929. On this basis theaverage haul in 1929
would have been322.92 miles. The Coordinator foundthe
average haul for all articles in1932 to be 352.98 miles, 30.06
miles longer thanour hypothetical figure for1929. In other
words, the increase in theaverage haul on all articles that
would have come about solelyfrom changedcomposition
of traffic was practicallythe same as that whichactually
occurred.16
15The data for individualcommodities appear in his FreightTroffic Re- port, Ap. 1, p. 74.




We have made asimilar experiment for 1932 and the
following peak year, 1937. The 1932 hauls,multiplied by
i937 tonnageoriginated, commodity by commodity, yield
an averagehaul of 330.33 miles. in other words, if each
article had moved the same averagedistance in 1937
1932, the averagehaul on all traffic would have declined
22.65miles, solely because of changes in the composition
of the traffic. Theactual decline was from 346.63 to 3373
miles, or only 9.20 miles. Theactual change in the compo-
sition of traffic would, ofitself, have caused a greater decline
in the average haul thanactually occurred. Other forces
apparently kept up the length of haul.
Turning Points
Since changes in business areclosely related, through
changes in the supply ofcommodities, to changes in traffic,
it might be expected thattraffic would reach a peak about
the same time as business, andthat troughs in business and
in traffic would roughly coincide.Changes in the relative
attractiveness of the various modes ofdisposal of supply or
in the average haul, however, can cause somediscrepancy
between the dates. But conceivablysomething about the
nature of business changesthemselves may regularly cause
changes in traffic to follow orprecede those in business. For
example, if it were typical of businesscontractions that an
accumulation or liquidation of stocks atpoints of origin
precedes or follows the change inbusiness, the turning date
in the supply of commodities fedinto commerce, and in
railway traffic, might come typicallybefore or after the turn
in business. We thereforeinquire whether turns in traffic
come close to turns inbusiness and, if not, whether past
differences in the dates have beendue to special factors or
whether a consistent differencein dates may regularly be
expected in any business cycle.
Because influences other thanthe change in business have
43
.at times been so powerful that they caused traffic to grow
even in the face of contraction in business, there have at
times been no troughs in traffic we consider definite enough
to recognize corresponding to some troughs in business.
This is especially true of the annual figures. When there was
a definite peak or trough in the annual data, however, it
occurred, with two exceptions in the case of tonnage origi-
nated, in a year that was a peak or trough in business. Ton-
nage originated in 1917 was slightly higher than in the busi-
ness peak year1918,and tonnage originated in1928was
slightly lower than in the business trough year1927.There
were no exceptions in the case of ton-miles.
When we turn to the finer indications of the monthly
data, we find fewer instances in which no peak or trough
at all corresponding to a business peak or trough can be
located. On the other hand, in almost every case one ormore
months intervened between the turn in business and that
in traffic (Table12).Ton-miles have usually reached a peak
later, and a trough earlier than business. Traffic continued
to grow for a while after business began to decline, and
began to increase before business began to improve. The
peak in traffic preceded the peak in business in only3 of 14
instances. The trough occurred later than the trough in
business in only2of14.When the order of events wasex-
ceptional the interval between the turning date in business
and that in traffic was shorter, on theaverage, than when
the order was regular. On the whole, the interval has be-
come shorter, and the order of events less regular, with the
passage of time.
The forces operating to increase the share of the railroad
companies in the flow of commodities andto lengthen the
average haul in both expansions and contractions during
much of this period might cause the increase in trafficto
continue for a time after the improvement inbusiness had
stopped, and might cause traffic to increaseeven before busi-
44ness began to improve. Thefact that these forces have been
losing their effectiveness in recent cycles would help to ex-
plain why the intervals between turns in business and in
traffic have become shorter and less consistent in respect of
the order of events.
Special circumstances seemto explain, at least in part,
TABLE 12
Cyclical Turning Dates in Business and Ton-miles
1*0. OF NO.OF
MONTHS SE WHICH MONTHS ST WHICH
MONTH Of PEAK IN TON-MILlSTEOVGH IN TON-MILKS
2*0*7 NEAILY PR1- Pot- PRI. POL-
MONTH Of aMIESPONDING NATuRE CEDEDWWEI) eaisejs
TURN IN TIJSN IN OF PL4.R INPEAK IN TEOUCH IN TROUGH IN
TON-MILKS5 TURN SUSINESSBUSINKISRU'IP&555 RUSINESS
June 1869 None Peak
Dec. a87o None Trough
Oct.I873 Nov. 1876 Peak
Mar. 1879 July i8 Trough
Mar.88* May 1884 Peak
May i88 Aug. 1885 Trough




Jan..Sgg June isçs Peak B
June 1894 July i8g.g Trough
Dec.i8g Feb. i8g6 Peak 2
June iRgy Sept. 1896 Trough 9
June 1899 None Peak
Dec.1900 None Trough
Sept. I90i May Igo Peak S
Aug. 1904 Jan1904 Trough 7
May 1907 June 1907 Peak
June 1908 Feb. 1908 Trough 4
Jan.1910 Mar. 1gb Peak 2
Jan.ipia Feb. Igia Trough II
Jan.1913 May 1913 Peak 4
Dec.1914 Dee. 1914 Trough 0
Aug. 1918 Apr. 1918 Peak 4
Apr. Mar. 1919 Trough
Jan.19*0 Feb. ,g:O Peak
Sept. igzi July 1921 Trough 2
May igt Apr. 1953 Peak I
July1924 June 1954 Trough
Oct.iptS Dec. .ga6 Peak a
Dcc.1927 Nov. 1927 Trough
June 1929 July 1929 Peak
Mar. ig Aug. 1952 Trough 7
May 1957 Dec. 1956 Peak 5
May ig8 May ig8 Trough 0
'National Bureau eandard reference chronology.
1Based on Babson data through igo; A.R.A. data. igo8-i; Babsondata, 1914; I. C. C.




some of the more pronounced discrepancies in turning dates
during the more recent cycles.
A trough in ton-miles occurred in February1908; the
corresponding trough in business is placed in June,four
months later; the corresponding trough in theproduction
of bituminous coal and of steel ingotswas in January.
Bituminous coal and steel manufactures accountedfor be-
tweeni and j per cent of all tonnage originated annually
from 1908 to 1912. Coal and steelare used in many kinds
of productive activity. When ton-milesare compared with
coal and steel a lag of one month instead ofa lead of four
months is found. If, in locating theturn in business more
weight had been given to production dataand less to finan-
cial and other data, perhapsno substantial lead wouldap-
pear.
The trough in ton-milescaine in February 1911, orii
months before the trough in business,January 1912. The
trough in the production of steel ingotscame in December
1910; that in bituminous coal, in February1911. The turn
in traffic occurred two monthsafter (not before) theturn
in steel, and coincided exactlywith the turn in coal. Here
again the apparent long lead intraffic might almost dis-
appear if the turning date in businesswere selected with
close reference to the turningdates in the productionof
commodities.'7
Another striking differencein turning dates occurred in
the long depression following1929. In marking off the
specific cycles in ton-miles,we find that tile trough came in
August 1932, while thetrough in businesscame in March
1933. Various measures indicatethat this depression had
a double bottom: business activityturned up from a low
point in the summer of1932, then declined again toa sec-
IT In both instancesa wide range of (ommodities otherthan coal and steel would have to he considered fora conclusive test of the explanationsug- gested.
46ond low in the month in whichthe banks were closed, March
ig. Theseasonally adjusted Federal Reserve index of
industrial produCtion which touched bottom in July at 53,
rose to 6o inOctober and November 1932, then fell back
to 54 inMarch. The figure for July was thus slightly lower
than that for March. The businessturning date is placed
at the bankingholiday rather than in 1932. Ton-miles fol-
lowed the Reserve index. The trough in ton-miles is one
month behind that in industrial productiona slightlag
rather than a large lead.
There were i i peaks and troughs in ton-miles and ii
corresponding turns in industrial production as measured
by the Reserve index. In io theturning point in ton-miles
failed to coincide with that in business, in only 6did it fail
to coincide with the turnin the Reserve index (Table 13).
The aggregate length of the intervalsbetween ton-mile and
business turning dates is 22 months, while the aggregate
length of those between turns in ton-miles andindustrial
production is 13 months. The closer correspondencewith
TABLE 13
Cyclical Turning Dates in Ton.miles, Business, and
Industrial Production
NO. OF MOWrHS 2Y
MONThS OF MOST
MONTH Of NL%&LY (XMkESPONDING
fuN IN ThiN IN
TON-MILES ausINEss1INS. PEOD.2
I Reference turns as fixed by National Bureau.
I Federal Reserve index. When thi, index shows the same peak ortrough figure for
several successive months the month nearest the turn inton-miles is regarded as the
month ol turn in the Reserve index.
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Mar. igigApr. 1919Mar. 1919
Feb.1920 Jan.1920Feb.gxo
July1922Sept. igziApr. 1921
Apr. iga May 1923May 1925
June 1924July1924July1924
Dec. 1926Oct.1926Oct.1926
Nov. 1927 Dec.1927Nov. 1927
JulyigsgJune 1929July1929
Aug. 1935 Mar. 1933July1932
Dec.1936May ig May 1937
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Trough 0 0 0 0the Reserve index reinforces the suggestionthat if the bu5
ness turning dates corresponded more closelywith turns in
the production of commodities theapparent lead or lag
between ton-miles and business wouldbe substantiallyre- duced.
The longest interval betweena turn in ton-miles and in
the Reserve index is the lead ofmonths in the winterof
1936-37. Traffic reacheda peak in December 1936; both
business and the Reserve indexreached their peak inMay
1937.18 To aid in understandingthis lead, some evjdetce
on the supply of important individualcommodities has
been assembled (Table14). These accounted for67 per
cent of the total ton-miles in1932 and 54 per cent oftonnage
originated in 1935-39.
The fact that trafficreached its peak in December1936
means of course that the seasonallyadjusted figure for De-
cember exceeds that forMay 17. The unadjustedfigure
for December is34o billion ton-miles, slightly lowerthan that for May,34.1 billion. But this increasewas less than
was to be expected;consequently, after allowing forsea-
sonal change, we finda decline from Decemberto May. In
Table 14 we indicatethe usual seasonalrelationship of the
supply of eachcommodity in May to itssupply in Decem-
ber. Sinceour seasonal correction factorsfor ton-miles in 1936 and 1937are based on the usual relationshipfrom 1931
to 1938, the table showsthe averagepercentage relationship
of December duringthese years to thefollowing May for the individualconimodities With this theactual relation- ship, beforeseasonal adjustment, ofDecember 1936 to May
1937 is compared. Thesupply of agriculturalproducts was at an Unusually highlevel in December1936 as compared
with the followingMay. In December14 per cent less wheat is usually receivedat principal marketsthan in May. In
IS Before itsrecetit revision, however, theReserve index showeda peak in December ratherthan in Ma).
48TABLE 4
Supply of Various Commodities in December andMay
Production adjusted for stocks at points oF origin is regardedas the best
measure of supply. When this is not available, but production adjusted for
stocks at various positions is, unadjusted and adjisted productionare both
shown, as alternative imperfect measures.
1 Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Duluth, St. Louis, KansasCity. Peoria,
Omaha, Indianapolis, St. Joseph, Sioux City, and Wichita; Survey of Cur.
rent Business; compiled weekly by Chicago Board oF Trade. Monthly totals
computed by the Department of Agriculture by prorating the figures for the
overlapping weeks.
2Surije'' of Current Business; compiled by the Census Bureau.
3Stocks said to represent flour in all positions, i.e., not only at origin. Survey
of Current Business; estimated by Russell's Commercial News, later Russell-
Pea rsall News, Inc.
4 1931-35: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin42, 46, 50, 53








Receipts, principal markets 8649 136.34
Shipments, principal markets 90.14 113.01
Wheat flour
Production 2





46 fruits & vegetables, cars shipped4 76.53 86.07
Packing house products 5
Total dressed weight of livestock slaughtered 119.57 164.57
Dressed weight, adj. for stocks 99.28 11099
Lard production 139.62 23342
Lard production, adj. for stocks ii6.68 123.86
Anthracite coal production6 11149 113.07
Bituminous coal production 6 149.54 153.j4
Lumber production T 88.35 8346
Petroleum products 8
Gasoline production, adj. for refinery stocks 81.97 81.84
Kerosene production, adj. for refinery stocks





Pig iron productions 89.87 88.07
Portland cement shipments 10 46.18 52J7S
December 1936, however, 36per cent more was received
than in Mayig37. Similar although on the whole less strik-
ing differences occurred in thesupply of floir, fruitsand
vegetables, and meat products.
The supply of coalwas also somewhat larger than usual,
relatively. On anaverage, 50 per cent more bituminous coal
is produced in December thanin May. In this Winter,how.
ever, December productionwas 53 per cent greater than in
the following May.
The aggregate supply of otherindustrial commodities
that arc sources of much freighttraffic was apparentlynot
unusually great in December 1936relatively to May1937.
The relationship of lumberproduction in Decemberand
May was somewhat belowthe usual seasonal relationship;
this was also true ofpetroleum products other thankero-
sene, and of pig iron production. Theratio of cement ship.
ments in December to those in Maywas higher than usual.
The production ofiaw farm products is notrepresented in the Reserve index.The production ofbituminous coal
is of muchmore importance as asource of traffic than asan
element in the index. Theturning points in thesupply of
(Notes to Table xi conci)
1936-38: U. S. Department ofAgriculture, Carlo: Shipmentsof Fruits and Vegetables, annual issues.
Shipments cover rail andwater (reduced to carlot basis) butdo not in- dude motor truck. 1937 figuresare unrevised.
5 U. S. Department ofAgriculture, Livestock, Meats,and Wool: Market Statistics and Related Data,1939; dressed weight,p. g; production of lard (rendered lard),p. g: cold-storage holdings,pp. 4, Includes stocks in public warehouses as wellas those in packing plants.
6 U. S. Bureau of Mines,Minerals Yearbook,1932-39. 7Federal ReseweBulletin, Aug. io; Productionindex, Lumber and Products,
8Surve-' of Current Business;compiled by the Bureau ofMines. For 1936-38, also MineralsYearbooks; 'Straight Gasolineand Cracked Gasoline and Natural GasolineBlended' used for productionfigures. 9 Survey of CurrentBusiness; compiled fromthe Iron Age. '°Survey of Current Business;compiled by the Bureau ofMines. For 1936- 38, also Minerals Yearbooks
50farm products were notgiven much weight in determining
the turning points inbusiness, since the supply of such
commodities shows littlerelationship to business cycles.
Commodities of which the Decembersupply was unusually
large, relatively to the Maysupply, in1936-37may have
been of sufficient importance astraffic to determine the turn-
ing point in ton-miles; yet notof enough importance in the
index or in the appraisalof business conditions to deter-
mine the turning point ineither.
A review of the entireperiod covered by the record thus
suggests that, in theearlier decades, many of the intervals
between turning datesin traffic and in business seem to
have been determined bythe increasing importance of the
railroads as an outlet for supply;and that in particular in-
stances the intervals occur,in part at least, because turns
in business t.rere placed atdates other than those of the turn
in the supply of commodities.3°The first explanation pre-
supposes that the forcesaugmenting the importance of the
railroads were operative in bothcontractions and expan-
sions; it is noncyclical. As to thesecond, the process of set-
ting reference turning dates does notuniformly bring about
a lead, or a lag,in the supply of commodities ateithcr
trough or peak. There is no reason toconclude, from our
data, that in cycles from whichthese special complications
were absent trafficwould regularly lag behind orlead busi-
ness at either peak ortrough.
19 With a view toward possible revision,although not neceslarily toward
making them coincide with turns inproduction. the National Bureau is
critically reanalyzing its chronology ofbusiness turning dates.
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